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The college is dream of Mrs. Sushila Devi Mathur. Her wish was
that every girl who take her school education from mahila ashram
should also have a noble professional degree, so that she can be
self- dependent. Her dream of B.Ed. College Bhilwara come into
existence in 1984.
The college is managed by the Mahila Ashram institute a well
known institute for girls education in Rajasthan. This is well
known teacher education institute in Rajasthan.

Forward
It is heartening that and N.D.V.W.T.T.College has infused a new spirit into its process of
evaluation to place at Global benchmark by introducing the structured

feedback

mechanism system .Bravity is the essence of knowledge. Feedback is the two directional
way of communicate between the stackholder. The most effective feedback, either positive
or negative both are equally important for continuous improvement as it helps in
understanding the strengths,weakness, opportunities and faced by the organisation. It is
advantageous to the organisation as well as the stackholder as improvisation made based
on the feedback received benefit's all the stackholders.
Feedback from students employees and illuminai inculcates a sense of ownership about the
organisation and make them feel valued and responsible. Regular feedback is important
across the entire Organisation in order to remain aligned to the goals and is a part of
continuous learning process for regular improvisation to serve better.The feedback from
all stakeholder in term of its relevance and apportunitieness in catering to the need of
society,economy and environment help in improving the input. The feedback system will
have an active process of note only collecting feedback from all stackholder but also
analysing it and identifying and drawing partinent pointers to enhance the learning
effectiveness.Hope new structured feedback mechanism system of the college will be meet
at requirements for being higher educational institutions.

Library
The college has good library. The Size of the library rooms is ‘62x 36.6’. The
total numbers of books available in library are about 20372. Library has large
collection of important encyclopedias, dictionaries, recent books related to
pedagogical & methodological areas of teacher education. Open accession
system is used in library. Library provides two books on loan to students on
the library tokens. Besides this there is provision for Book-Bank. The library
remains open on all working days from 10 AM to 5 PM. About 15 Educational
journals & twenty five magazines & Newspapers are prescribed in library.

Safety and Security
Narayani Devi Verma Women Teachers Training College is a women's college, this college
has 24 hour security, there is a 24 hour watchman at the main gate, who makes the entry
in register of all the people coming from out side. College students are not admitted in
the college if they do not come in uniform and if they have to be admitted for any reason,
then they are given permission only by contacting the watchman to the Principal on
phone and than permission should be granted. This is a best practice of our institute which
helps in maintaining discipline in the institute. its important plays a role.

